Particle tracking method and collision probability method were used for the simulation of code for laser fusion. It is characterized by the followings ; (1) laser beam irradiation, (2) exponential shape of input pulse, (3) two temperature model for electrons and ions, (4) neglect of radiation transport, (5) local a-particle deposition , (6) free escape of neutrons from a target, (7) fixed degree of ionization, (8) only for DT target without central void, (9) ideal gas model or Fermi-Dirac model as an equation of electron state (EOS) (8) . The code was modified in 1982 to include proton beam energy deposition in a multi-layered hollow single shell target and called MEDUSA-LIB(4). The code was verified in comparison with the published results by Bangerter (9) and by the HIBALL design team("'.
Effects of box pulse shape, proton energy , target radius and fuel mass on target gain were studied using the code (11) .
The following key processes should be taken into account for an accurate simulation of ion beam fusion target behavior. Those are ion beam energy deposition within the target, equation of state for various target material , and radiation, neutron, and a-particle transport (6) . We upgraded MEDUSA-LIB in January of 1984. The new version is called MEDUSA-IB (12) . The features of MEDUSA-IB and its verification are given in Chap . II. Analysis of a bare DT target behavior after ignition is presented in Sec . III-1. Analysis of the UTLIF target, a reactor-size single shell multi-layered target by MEDUSA-IB are described in Sec. III-2. Effects of multigroup X-ray , a-particle and neutron transport on target 'gain are also discussed. Average relativistic speed between the ion and target electron : u=(v2B+v2el)1/2) Thermal electron velocity : wp=r2kTe/me Plasma frequency : op=(4pe2neZT/meZT)1/2 m H and me are the proton and electron mass, c is the speed of light, h Planck constant, Te the electron temperature, ZB, ZeBffB and mB are the atomic number, the effective charge and the mass of the beam ion respectively, vB is its velocity, rr the density of target material, ZT, ZT and AT are the atomic number, the ionization degree and the atomic weight of the target material respectively ; I is the average ionization potential of the target material, n e the number of free electrons and ne, the number of total (free and bound) electrons.
II. FEATURES OF MEDUSA-IB CODE
The effect of ionization on the average ionization potential I of the ionized atom is treated by replacing the ionization potential I of the ionized atom with an expression such as the following (18)~ (20): (2) where D denotes an element, 2m is ionization degree and G denotes the element of which 
with the parameters a=0.45, k =0.6 and vo =3.6x108 cm/s. But another expression for the effective charge is given by Brown & Moak(13) as : ( 4) Because these two formula (3) and (4) give much different values for high Z materials, the choise of either of the formula causes large difference' in the result of target calculation. In MEDUSA-IB, either of the formulas can be used, but the latter formula (4) was used for the simulations in this paper, because it may be good for all types of elements.
The total stopping power is given by adding the contributions from bound and free electrons(21) :
It is well known that the description given above for bound electrons fails for low ion energies. The LSS model of Linhard is used in the code if is larger than 2 mev2Bg2.
The elastic nuclear scattering contribution which is unimportant at high ion energies is neglected here. The energy loss by the plasma ions which is unimportant for low temperature target is also neglected. In Fig.1 
where a=1 for plane geometry, a=3 for spherical geometry ; En is the band averaged radiation energy, density, Fn the radiation flux ; san and ss are the absorption and scattering cross sections. The Planck opacity and the Rosseland opacity are adopted in the energy equation (7) and in the flux equation (8) respectively (14)(15) ; Jn is the radiation emission function into 4p steradians, and Pn the radiation pressure tensor. Various band averaged quantities are given by (9) where E(n, r, t) is the frequency-dependent radiation energy density ; nt and nl+1, are the lower and upper boundaries of frequency group l.
Each equation contains one higher order moment. To complete the truncation procedure, the radiation pressure tensor Pn is approximated by the semi-empirical expression(14) (15) Pn=fnEn,
where fn is the variable Eddington factor. This factor has a lower limit of 1/3 in the optically thick regions and has a upper limit of 1 in the optically thin regions . It is obtained from a simple physical model (15) . The equations are solved by using the usual tridiagonal matrix algorithm.
The calculated radiation pressure is added to the equation of motion. The radiation emission term J' and the absorption term csnaEn are added to the (12) r0 is the classical electron radius. The number density of free electrons in target is ne= ZTni, ni is the number density of target ions, Za=2 the ionization degree of a-particle, Aa=4 the atomic weight of a-particle, < > means average, u=(v2a+ve2l)1/2, AD is Debye length, bi=vi/c, where vi is thermal ion velocity. The a-particles created in each zone are transported isotropically along few straight rays. The energy transferred from aparticles to the finite differential mesh of the target is summed over the mesh at each time step and is treated as a source term for the electron and ion energy equations. The momentum deposition is added to the equation of motion. When the velocity of the aparticle is comparable to the thermal velocity of the background plasma ions, all the remaining energy of the a-particle is assumed to deposit in the mesh. If the a-particles escape from the target they are added for the calculation of multigroup a-particle spectrum. Because they carry large amount of energy, their energy deposition within the target will have an important effect on target yield and gain . To describe this effect the multigroup collision probability method which was included in MEDUSA-PIJ code(17) is updated to be capable of treating various materials. The 22 energy-group elastic scattering cross sections are prepared using RADHEAT-V3 code system(28) frcm ENDF/B-IV library . Spectra of neutrons escaping from a target are calculated by a slowing-down formula derived from the two-collision model.
The neutron escape probability that one 14 .1 MeV neutron emitted isotropically from hct region of fuel escapes without collision , is exp (-Sx), where S is the macroscopic total cress section. The D-T fuel sphere and surrounding layers are divided into M shells (coarse meshes) which include some moving Lagrangian meshes . The collision probability PIJ is defined as the probability that a neutron emitted isotropically in a coarse mesh I has its next collision in a coarse mesh J . The probability is given by(17) (13) where VI is the volume of the sphere I, R the distance between point xI and xJ in the shell I and J respectively, R=|xI-xJ| and O=(xI-xJ)/R, SR is the optical distance between xI and xJ, SR=SR0S(xI-OR')dR'. The number of slowing-down neutrons from energy group 1 (14.1 MeV) to n by the first collision is given by (14) The energy deposited by the slowing-down of neutron in the shell I is given by (15) where NJ is the number of neutrons emitted isotropically from the shell J, PJI(1) the collision probability that the neutrons of the first energy group emitted in the shell J will have the next collision in the shell /, SA , I(1) the macroscopic neutron elastic scattering cross section of material A for the energy group 1, and SI(1) the total cross section summed over material A ; TA(1, n) and EA(1, n) denote the energy transfer and energy loss matrices from group 1 to n, respectively. As for the second collision of neutrons, the number of slowing-down neutrons and the energy deposited within the pellet are respectively given by (16) (17) (19) where 13,(n)=1-SIPJI(n) is the collision escape probability.
In 
Analysis of Bare D-T Target after Ignition
The calculation started with a compressed 1 mg D-T pellet core shown in Fig.5(24) .
The evolution of the burning pellet is followed by using MEDUSA-IB. Results are summarized in Table 1 for 10 combinations of radiation, a-particle, neutron transport (22 groups) and equation of state models. "Off" sign means local deposition of a-particle and free escape of neutrons from target. Table 1 shows only neutron transport has large influence on fusion yield. Effect of radiation on the behavior of the bare 1 mg D-T target is not large because maximum ionization degree Zmax which is an important parameter for the radiation emission function J is small (Zmax=1). Table 1 also presents that the fraction of radiation energy among the total fusion yield is very small, about 1.5%. Radiation from an ignited bare 1 mg D-T target which was similar to us was reported by Magelssen & Moses (24) . They assumed ideal gas model as EOS, We also found that the value of the Gaunt factor has large influence on the radiation spectrum. (Fig.6) . The difference is due to the presence of cold lead tamper of the shell target. Figure  14 shows that much higher components are contained in the spectrum of the ideal gas model simulation.
Small 2nd peak is also observed at 10 keV because of effective burning of D-T fuel.
In Fig.15 , a-particle transport increases softer components of the spectrum because of the thermal energy dissipation into the cold region. The effect of neutron transport on the radiation spectrum is very small, as shown in Fig.16 . energy transfer to ionized electrons. The calculation was also performed for the target whose central void is filled with D-T gas. The density of the gas was 0.05 kg/m3 (see case Nos. 10 and 11 in Table 2 ). We can see how the existence of D-T gas in the central void decreases fusion gain.
W. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed the MEDUSA-IB code which includes multi-group radiation, a-particle and neutron transport models.
The analysis of a reactor-size single shell target, UTLIF target reveals that :
(1) Radiation and a-particle transport, temperature dependence of ion beam stopping and the equation of state have large influence on fusion yield.
(2) Neutron transport has mild effect. 
